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together We are moving toWards a better future 

for neW Zealand – and the World



This book celebrates the impact of what has 
been an outstanding philanthropic campaign for 
The University of Auckland. With the fundraising 
total passing the $200 million mark, it is, in all 
likelihood, the most successful such campaign in 
New Zealand’s history.

It is our great pleasure, on behalf of the 
Campaign Leadership Committee, the University, 
and the Foundations that have supported the 
campaign to thank the many donors, numbering 
in excess of 3,000, who have contributed so 
generously to this marvellous achievement.

The Campaign was titled Leading the Way, a 
title which reflected the desire of the University to 
support outstanding research and teaching which 
would make a major contribution to the wellbeing of 
people in New Zealand and throughout the world. 
And that it has done. Your generosity has allowed 
us to create scholarships to attract and support 
talented undergraduate and postgraduate students, 
to bring to New Zealand some of the world’s finest 
researchers, to support top academics at home, and 
to create truly world-class teaching and research 
facilities. The ideas generated as a result will benefit 
our society for many years to come.

But the Campaign has done much more than 
even that. It has created in the University, and 

in our community, a greater understanding of 
the power of philanthropy. It has built stronger 
linkages between the University and the many 
communities we serve. And it has laid the 
platform for the creation of a genuinely world-
class university in New Zealand.

Our thanks go to you all for the hard work and 
generosity which have made this Campaign such 
a success. We will continue to ensure that we 
create the greatest possible benefits from your 
support and hope that in the years to come you 
will continue to feel that your support of this great 
University is well worthwhile.

We trust that you will enjoy reading just some 
of the success stories that you, our donors, have 
helped to create. Of course it is not possible for 
us to report here on every project that has been 
supported by our many donors, but please know 
that we are very grateful to each and every one 
of you.
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“as a result of your collective generosity, the Leading 
the Way campaign has proved even more 
successful than We true believers imagined.”
geoff ricketts, Campaign Chair

“for me, one of  the most exciting features of the 
campaign Was the magic Which resulted When potential 
donors met leading teachers and researchers.” 
John taylor, Campaign Director



“the message of hope is that there is noW a clear path forWard in 
drug development, Which Will be guided by results from patients.”

Distinguished Professor Bill Denny, Director, auckland Cancer society research Centre

“there is nothing that can replace the interaction that i have With 
patients and families and i learn valuable lessons that Will never 

come from the lab bench. hopefully, i can in turn give back, by 
doing top-quality research that might make a difference to the 

lives of people Who struggle With neurological conditions.” 
Dr Jessie Jacobsen, 2012 neurological foundation repatriation fellow 
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From left: Dr Jessie Jacobsen, Distinguished Professor Richard Faull, and Distinguished Professor Bill Denny in the 
atrium or “heart” of the newly redeveloped Faculty of Medical and Health Sciences (FMHS) campus at Grafton. 

Opened by Prime Minister John Key on 3 July 2012, the complex is designed to support sophisticated teaching and 
research requirements and to foster collegiality. “The challenge ahead for us is to ensure that these beautiful 

facilities remain populated with our nation’s best brains,” says FMHS Dean Professor John Fraser. 



t h e  h e a l t h

o f  o u r  n a t I o n
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Are cures for brain diseases like Alzheimer’s and Parkinson’s any closer?
Could we be on the verge of a breakthrough in cancer treatment?
Can corneal blindness be reversed?

Generous support from a number of our most 
significant donors means that University of 
Auckland researchers are making a real impact in 
the global quest for cures.

In August 2012, it was announced that approval 
had been given to begin human clinical trials of 
an anticancer “stealth” drug developed at the 
University and known as PR610, with patients 
at Auckland City Hospital, Waikato Hospital 
and in the United States about to become the 
first participants. This is one of an impressive 12 
cancer drugs taken to clinical trials to date by 
our researchers at the Auckland Cancer Society 
Research Centre (ACSRC), the Maurice Wilkins 
Centre for Molecular Biodiscovery and Cancer 
Trials New Zealand.

“Hypoxia-activated prodrugs have for many years 
been a promising concept for selective chemotherapy. 
With three such drugs in trial, we have a chance 
to turn such promise into reality,” says the Director 
of the ACSRC, Distinguished Professor Bill Denny.

So where will cancer therapy be in ten years’ time? 
Bill believes a new era in targeted drug design 

is opening up as gene scanning is becoming 
cheaper and quicker.

“It’s really going to change drug development 
in the medium term. Looking globally at cancer 
therapy, if everything goes right we would hope 
that anyone who comes into hospital will be able to  
have their cancer genome scanned to help decide 
what initial therapy would be. If and when they 
relapse, the relapsed tumour will be gene scanned 
to look at the changes. Then, ideally, they’ll be able 
to be placed on a different combination of drugs 
that will be able to combat those changes and put 
them back in remission. And, in theory, there’s no 
reason why you can’t keep repeating that process.”

The appointment of a Senior Research Fellow 
in Molecular Cancer Therapeutics will mean 
that drug development at the University will be 
guided by the latest developments. There are a 
number of complementary initiatives – all donor 
supported – that will have a major effect on the 
way cancer is diagnosed and treated in the future. 
These include the appointment of Professor Stefan 
Bohlander to the new Marijana Kumerich Chair 
in Lymphoma and Leukaemia Research, new 

Professor
Charles mCghee

Cornea stem cells
Image courtesy of Dr Jinny Yoon, 
Department of Ophthalmology
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funding to investigate the causes and treatment 
of neuroendocrine cancers, and strengthening 
of the breast modelling project at the Auckland 
Bioengineering Institute.

At the University’s Centre for Brain Research 
(CBR), a unique facility launched in 2009, brain 
researchers work with medicinal chemists and other 
scientists at the University, and with neurologists, 
neurosurgeons and other specialists who look 
after people with neurodegenerative diseases 
such as Alzheimer’s, Parkinson’s and stroke.

“To completely cure these diseases is of course the 
ultimate challenge. But that’s a huge challenge,” 
says the Director of the CBR, Distinguished 
Professor Richard Faull. “What is realistic is that 
within the next five years we will develop methods 
of slowing disease processes down and of looking 
at promoting new brain cells to repair the brain.”

Pivotal to the research is the work that takes place 
in the Hugh Green Charitable Trust Biobank, 
established in 2011 and one of the first such 
facilities in the world. Its work is focused on keeping 
brain cells from donated tissue alive so that 
they can be studied in the laboratory for testing 
new drugs and new types of therapies, and for 
unravelling why these brain cells die.

A promising new venture at the University is a human 
genetics research project aimed at uncovering 
the underlying genetic causes of Autism Spectrum 
Disorders (ASD) in the New Zealand population. 
Neurological Foundation Repatriation Fellow Dr 
Jessie Jacobsen, who has recently returned from 
her postdoctoral fellowship at Massachusetts 

General Hospital and Harvard Medical School, 
will help to establish a new research network at 
Auckland, bringing hope for improved diagnosis 
and better targeted treatments for ASD.

The Maurice Paykel Foundation Professor and Chair 
of Ophthalmology, Professor Charles McGhee, 
and his team of laboratory and clinical scientists 
are providing another example of the tangible 
impact of philanthropy. With blindness or severe 
visual impairment a growing problem in an ageing 
population, they are pushing diagnostic and 
treatment frontiers and have had some outstanding 
results, including successfully reversing corneal 
blindness in a number of cases. A key research 
goal, aided by a newly-established Freemasons 
Fellowship, will be to explore ways of retarding or 
even preventing age-related macular degeneration.

“Our primary mission is to strengthen our world-
class reputation in teaching and research,” says the 
Dean of Medical and Health Sciences, Professor 
John Fraser. “Philanthropic generosity provides us 
with opportunities to establish new academic and 
research positions in areas that are of particular 
importance or relevance to our immediate 
community, such as the Lion Foundation Chair in 
Emergency Medicine, the Heart Foundation Chair 
in Heart Health, and the Stevenson Foundation Chair 
in Health Innovation. For this we are hugely grateful.”



“it is a great privilege to be able to undertake 
research that Will make things better for mothers 

and babies, noW, and for the rest of their lives.”
Distinguished Professor Jane harding
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Students from Aorere College (back: Monleigh Ikiua; front: Duane Hapimana 
and Nelly Lam-Sam) explore the wonders of the human brain at the 

Sir John Logan Campbell Classroom at the Liggins Institute, guided by scientist 
and mentor Dr Donna Rose Addis, Senior Lecturer & Rutherford Discovery 

Fellow at the Department of Psychology and the Centre for Brain Research. 



t h e  D e v e l o P m e n t

o f  o u r  C h I l D r e n
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There are thousands – perhaps hundreds of thousands – of parents around New Zealand
and the world who owe the survival of their children to the work of the late Mont Liggins.

Professor Sir Graham Liggins, or “Mont” as he was 
known, was one of the world’s finest physiologists. 
When he died in 2010, he left behind an 
enormous legacy: the discovery that it is the baby, 
not the mother, who initiates the birth process, 
a discovery which allowed him to develop ways 
to treat mothers in premature labour and vastly 
improve the chances of their babies’ survival. 

Today, at the Liggins Institute, the story of scientific 
discovery for the benefit of the community 
continues. Distinguished Professor Jane Harding, 
with her team and the backing of donors, has been 
developing simple, non-invasive treatments that 
can reverse low blood sugar levels in newborn 
babies, a condition which can cause brain 
damage if severe enough. “We expect that this will 
revolutionise treatment of many newborn babies, 
allowing them to avoid admission to intensive 
care units, and improving outcomes for families.” 
Looking ahead, she hopes to develop approaches 
to prevent, not just treat, neonatal hypoglycaemia. 

The Maurice and Agnes Paykel Clinical Research 
Unit at the Liggins Institute has become the 
largest child-focused research unit in Australasia 
with 900 children participating in studies in 
2011. “Our researchers are focusing on trying to 
understand why children who are born early, late, 
or small – who collectively account for 10 percent 
of all New Zealanders – are at higher risk of 
common diseases such as diabetes, high blood 
pressure and obesity later in life, and how these 
diseases can be prevented,” says the Director of 
the Liggins Institute, Professor Wayne Cutfield. 

At the University’s Department of Obstetrics and 
Gynaecology, recent research has shown that 
women who sleep on their left side on the last 
night of their pregnancy have a halved risk of late 
stillbirth compared with women who do not. The 
finding is from the first stillbirth case control study 
in the world to look at maternal sleeping patterns, 
says Cure Kids Chair in Child Health Research, 
Professor Ed Mitchell. It presents an exciting 

Professor wayne CutfIelD
Liggins Institute Director

DIstInguIsheD Professor Jane harDIng
Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Research)
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opportunity for further studies that could mean a 
significant reduction in the number of stillbirths.

The Inaugural Goodfellow Repatriation Fellow, 
Dr Jo James, also in Obstetrics and Gynaecology, 
is focusing her work on the very beginnings of life 
in the womb, on understanding how the human 
placenta develops in early pregnancy by isolating 
and characterising the stem cells from which it 
develops. “We can then study the factors that 
cause implantation failure and miscarriage, and 
help improve the ability of couples who suffer 
from these causes of infertility to have a child. 
Furthermore, many pregnancy disorders that 
occur near term, such as growth restriction that 
results in small babies, and pre-eclampsia, are a 
result of inadequate placental development early 
in pregnancy.

“The placenta truly is the foundation for 
pregnancy success. Understanding the basic 
biology behind this foundation has implications 
right throughout pregnancy, and consequently 
throughout a baby’s life.” 

While pushing knowledge forward – sometimes 
with life-changing results – is at the centre of 
our researchers’ work, ensuring that research 
is applied in New Zealand communities is also 
crucial. Over the past seven years the Liggins 
Education Network for Science (LENScience) 
programme has been phenomenally successful 
in this area, engaging with more than 40,000 
students from 200 secondary schools.

“Through our partnerships, students are sharing 
our research stories with their families, changing 

health behaviours and seeing a future in science 
and health careers,” says LENScience Director 
Jacquie Bay.

At the Faculty of Education, our researchers are 
finding ways to raise educational performance in 
areas that most need support. The team at the 
Woolf Fisher Research Centre has shown through 
its work with more than 10,000 Māori and Pacific 
students in Auckland and on the West Coast 
of the South Island that low-decile schools can 
substantially raise students’ literacy levels. Now, 
through the Woolf Fisher Lead Teachers Masters 
Scholarships, the Centre is offering exceptional 
teachers a one-year master’s level programme in 
research methods. The idea is that these teachers 
will go back to their communities and act as leaders 
in using evidence from their own schools to find 
the most effective ways of teaching and learning.

In May 2012 the Starpath Project launched a 
Samoan translation of its popular Understanding 
NCEA book, one of its latest initiatives aimed 
at lifting aspirations and achievements among 
secondary students. Starpath, with the support 
of the ASB Community Trust, is now working in 
partnership with 39 schools, using proven strategies 
to help students to achieve meaningful qualifications 
and provide a platform for future careers.

Professor stuart mCnaughton
Woolf Fisher Research Centre Director



“our benefactors Want to make a difference today 
and in the long term. they knoW that by investing in and 

partnering With our people, our programmes, 
and our netWorks, they have established a legacy 

for a more productive and prosperous neW Zealand.”
Dean of the Business school, Professor greg whittred 
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From left: The Fletcher Building Education Trust Chair in Leadership, Professor Brad Jackson;
the Director of the Centre for Marine Science, Professor John Montgomery;

and the Dean of Science, Professor Grant Guilford; backed by the inspirational words of
Sir Ernest Rutherford in the Owen G Glenn Building, the home of the Business School. 



t h e  g r o w t h  o f  o u r  e C o n o m y
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Imagine living by the water’s edge on a small island, spending your days making wine. 

It sounds like an idyllic lifestyle played out 
somewhere in the Mediterranean but it is all part 
of the Wine Science programme at the University’s 
Waiheke Island campus, established at the Goldie 
Winery through the generosity of pioneering 
winemakers Kim and Jeanette Goldwater. Students 
live and work together, sharing knowledge, skills 
and meals – and a true immersion experience in 
wine making – alongside the professional wine-
growing operation of Goldie Wines.

With 25 other wineries on the island also providing 
work and educational opportunities, this is an 
exceptional preparation for a career in what is now 
New Zealand’s eighth most valuable export sector, 
explains the University’s Wine Science Director, 
Randy Weaver. Despite accounting for less than 
1 percent of global wine production, New Zealand 
is now the world’s 10th largest exporter by value 
and the 11th largest exporter by volume.

Findings from recent research at the University’s 
School of Chemical Sciences have the potential 
to revolutionise aspects of winemaking. Lead 
researcher Associate Professor Paul Kilmartin 
has shown that machine harvesting of Sauvignon 
Blanc grapes produces higher levels of the 
aromas that are characteristic of this award-
winning New Zealand wine, challenging the 
traditional view that hand-picking this variety 
is best. Adding sulphur dioxide as soon as the 
grapes are harvested also results in higher levels 
of these aromas.

Further north – and in an equally stunning part 
of our natural environment – is the University’s 
Centre for Marine Science, adjacent to the Goat 
Island Marine Reserve at Leigh. When it marked its 
50th anniversary in June 2012, there was plenty to 
celebrate. The Leigh Laboratory has been through a 
major transformation in the past few years including 
bringing its science to visitors and schools through 
the new Edith Winstone Blackwell Marine Discovery 
Centre, which opened in 2011. The anniversary 
was also a time to reflect on the contributions of 
the University to marine science. New Zealand is a 
world leader in marine conservation and fisheries 
management, and research at Leigh has influenced 
research domains internationally. “This expanding 
global knowledge envelope provides the on-going 
opportunities for sustainable economic growth and 
environmental benefits,” says the Director, Professor 
John Montgomery.

At the City Campus, Auckland’s place as the 
country’s commercial hub is being enhanced through 
funding to establish the Chapman Tripp Chair in 
Corporate and Commercial Law at the Law School. 
The position will make a tangible difference in an 
area of law where new thinking and application can 
have a direct impact on business growth.

The passion and vision of philanthropists like Owen 
Glenn, and Neal and Annette Plowman, truly led 
the way in creating a world-class business school at 
Auckland and a platform for building our economic 
wellbeing. Research and learning in economics 

Goldie Winery on Waiheke Island
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has been supported through the newly-established 
Matthew S. Abel Chair in Macroeconomics, held 
by Professor Robert MacCulloch, and through new 
postgraduate scholarships in economics funded 
through the Trust of the late Sir Henry Kelliher, 
best known as the founder of Dominion Breweries 
and the driving force behind free milk in schools. 
The development of Open Software Systems in 
New Zealand has also received a major boost, with 
the establishment of the Clinton Bedogni Fellowship 
and Prize in memory of a young man who was 
himself passionate about computer science.

In 2011 the Fletcher Building Employee Education 
Fund endowed New Zealand’s first and only chair 
in leadership, after five years of sponsoring the 
position. The incumbent, Professor Brad Jackson, 
co-directs with Adjunct Professor Lester Levy, the 
New Zealand Leadership Institute, which has 
given 400 research-based presentations to 150 
organisations over the past eight years. Brad 
believes that New Zealand has the opportunity 
to become an international centre for leadership 
development excellence and, in April 2013, the 
eyes of the international leadership community 
will be on New Zealand when the Business School 
hosts the International Leadership Association’s 
first Oceania conference.

Because of our remoteness, the efficiency of New 
Zealand supply chains is of significant importance 
in creating a thriving New Zealand economy. The 
appointment of a Ports of Auckland Chair in Logistics 
and Supply Chain Management, held by Professor 
Tava Olsen, has strengthened research to improve 

the competitive position of New Zealand firms, which 
are increasingly influenced by the speed and cost of 
getting goods and services to market.

Making it globally is a big dream and an even bigger 
challenge for many small New Zealand companies. 
Through the vision of ex-pat international financier 
Charles Bidwill and, more recently, the support 
of an anonymous business leader, some of these 
companies are getting the financial assistance and 
mentoring that they need to succeed in overseas 
markets. Since the launch of The University of 
Auckland Business School Entrepreneurs’ Challenge 
in 2009, ten companies have been loaned capital to 
take their businesses to the world. In late 2012, the 
latest round of shortlisted companies will find out if 
their pitch was exceptional enough to secure a share 
of this year’s $1 million fund.

Small and medium businesses are also benefitting 
from the work of the ASB Careers Centre. The 
Director, James Hairsine, explains that the centre 
has become the “go to” source for employers who 
need exceptional graduates but who don’t have 
the resource to undertake time-consuming and 
costly recruitment. The centre is also a connector 
with major professional firms, many of whom draw 
50 percent or more of their graduate intake from 
our University.

Centre for Marine
Science at Leigh

Professor tava olsen
Ports of Auckland Chair in Logistics 
and Supply Chain Management 
and Academic Director, Centre for 
Supply Chain Management



“great cities are crafted by human ingenuity – Where innovation 
and purpose in urban planning and architectural design 

meet With the vision and commitment of institutional and 
philanthropic leaders. as neW Zealand’s foremost university in 

its only global city, the university of auckland is transforming 
urban environments and creating a sustainable future.”

elizabeth aitken rose, senior lecturer, school of architecture and Planning
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From left: The Energy Education Trust Chair in Energy & Resource Economics and Director of the University’s 
Energy Centre, Professor Basil Sharp, and School of Architecture and Planning Senior Lecturer Elizabeth Aitken Rose. 

In the background is Colony 2004, by Paul Hartigan. The neon installation at the Faculty of Engineering is 
a vibrant feature of the central Auckland “learning quarter”. The artist explains that the work 

“suggests a collection of related entities with similar goals, cohabiting in a new found territory”. 



t h e  f u t u r e

o f  o u r  C I t I e s
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Are we using our existing infrastructure efficiently?
Could we be using it better?

These are questions that are front-of-mind for the 
University’s Energy Education Trust Chair in Energy 
and Resource Economics, Professor Basil Sharp.

“Cities have to get smarter at using their 
infrastructure,” Basil says. “Auckland is actually 
relatively well endowed; we need to focus on 
how we are using what we have rather than 
necessarily investing in new infrastructure.”

Finding ways to better manage peak demand 
on roading networks, exploring the influences on 
people’s decisions to use public transport versus 
their private vehicles, and assessing the impact 
that urban form has on traffic, are among the 
programmes of research at the University’s Energy 
Centre, where Basil holds the endowed Chair.

Central to the Centre’s focus are energy markets. 
Seventy percent of New Zealand’s electricity 
comes from renewable sources, the second highest 
percentage in the OECD. Increasingly, geothermal 
and wind-sourced electricity will feature if the 
government’s goal of 90 percent from renewable 
resources is to be achieved. In August 2012, four 
internationally-recognised economists in the field 
of renewable energy joined our own researchers 
and stakeholders to address industry developments 

and challenges at the Economics of Change: 
Towards a Renewable Energy Future workshop. As 
solar energy becomes increasingly important, the 
Centre is considering the use of solar panels on 
the rooftops of households as a way that Auckland 
could contribute to electricity supply.

Thanks to support from Mighty River Power, a 
Chair in Geothermal Reservoir Engineering is to 
be established at the University, which will build 
New Zealand’s geothermal energy development 
capacity through a greater depth of knowledge 
and a greater number of highly skilled graduates.

Much as the Energy Centre benefits from the 
enthusiasm that its graduate students bring to 
issues related to cities and to energy – many of 
them supported through Energy Education Trust 
of New Zealand scholarships – the Director says 
he is also pleased when they leave “and go out 
to contribute to society”. “In the end the Centre’s 
work is about improving quality of life in Auckland, 
and in New Zealand, and making it a better place 
to live,” Basil says.

According to the Economist Intelligence Unit’s 
Global Liveability Survey, Auckland is one of the 
best cities in which to live, ranked 10th most 
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liveable city in the world in 2012. The survey 
assessed 140 cities around the world and rated 
them across five broad categories: stability; 
healthcare; culture and environment; education; 
and infrastructure. While there are challenges to 
address, it is good to reflect also on all the positive 
aspects of our urban environment.

One of the major contributors to the life of the city 
is The University of Auckland – with the support 
of the more than 3,000 donors to the Leading 
the Way Campaign. The University contributes 
an estimated $6 billion to the Auckland economy 
annually, and is the city’s second largest employer. 
Our academics from a range of disciplines are 
involved in numerous initiatives that are helping 
to shape the city’s future, in the areas of urban 
design, housing affordability strategies, urban 
growth management, and heritage and arts 
policy. Former South Australia Premier Mike Rann 
CNZM, a Visiting Senior Research Fellow at the 
Department of Political Studies, is also adding to 
the discussion about revitalising our cities, drawing 
on strategies already implemented in Adelaide.

With more than 32,000 students and 4,700 staff, 
we also make our presence felt socially and 
culturally. The live installations on the fan trail of 
the 2011 Rugby World Cup showed some of our
National Institute of Creative Arts and Industries 
students at their exuberant best, with tens of 
thousands of locals and visitors from around the 
world experiencing rugby fever Kiwi style en route 
to Eden Park.

Through the generosity of donors, the University’s 
Hood Fellowship programme brings outstanding 
academics and thought leaders to Auckland to 
share their skills and passions with the University 
community and the wider public. Likewise, the 
Seelye Fellowship programme supports intellectual 
rigour and creative enterprise in Auckland through 
a similar vision.

Our University has also played its part in assisting 
in Christchurch, following the devastating 
earthquake in February 2011. Three of our staff 
from the Department of Civil and Environmental 
Engineering were in the Christchurch central city 
when the quake struck, delivering a seminar on 
how to strengthen earthquake-risk buildings. They 
are among the many staff from areas such as 
engineering, planning, architecture, dance studies, 
education, computer science, and medicine, who 
have been involved with responding to the crisis 
and helping to rebuild structures and lives.

A gift from an anonymous overseas donor 
made life a little easier for 29 students affected 
by the earthquake. Some were Canterbury 
University students who had taken up the offer 
of a temporary exchange to The University of 
Auckland; others were University of Auckland 
students with a Christchurch home address. All 
were appreciative of the helping hand that was 
extended to them during a tough time. 

2011 Rugby World 
Cup fan trail



“creative thinkers challenge all of us to reach beyond 
knoWn boundaries and embrace radically different futures. 

our philanthropic partners recognise the critical 
importance of investing in creative leaders Who Will 

transform cultural, economic, and social conditions 
so that all neW Zealanders may flourish.”

Dean of the national Institute of Creative arts and Industries, Professor Jenny Dixon
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Success at university requires talent and drive – and sometimes the backing of donors 
whose support gives a boost to confidence and financial security, 

or access to special opportunities that would otherwise be out of reach. 
Back row: Sam Viskovich (John Drake Memorial Scholarship); 

Alex MacDonald (Winifred Stiles Viola Scholarship); Mathew Polwart-Matich 
(John Drake Memorial Scholarship). Middle row: Hetal Harkison (Alumni Scholarship); 

Crystal Lin (Walter Kirby Singing Scholarship and Springs Scholarship for String Players); 
Gina Donk (Alumni Scholarship); Nelson Lam (Bishop Scholarship for Composition). 

Front row: Rebecca Lawson (Alumni Scholarship); Ella Tunnicliffe-Glass 
(Anthony Jennings Memorial Scholarship), Steven Zehrab (Alumni Scholarship). 



t h e  e X P r e s s I o n 

o f  w h o  w e  a r e



Len Lye the opera
production
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The University’s built environment says much about our history, our people and the communities 
we serve. The ClockTower Building is a reminder of our beginnings, while the magnificent 
Owen G Glenn Building and the striking Grafton campus are state of the art facilities that support 
our goal to contribute even more in the future.

Waipapa Marae, named after the original landing 
place of canoes in Auckland, was opened in 1988 
and continues to be an important teaching and 
ceremonial space. The Fale Pasifika – another 
traditional meeting house on a grand scale – 
brings together students and staff as part of the 
Centre for Pacific Studies, and acts as a focal 
point for the wide range of Pacific-related research 
being undertaken across the University.

Māori and Pacific cultures have long been a key 
feature of the New Zealand identity and of The 
University of Auckland’s teaching and research. 
Our University is the largest provider of degree 
level education to Māori and Pacific communities 
in the country. Ngā Pae o te Māramatanga, a 
New Zealand Centre of Research Excellence, is 
based at The University of Auckland. With donor 
support, our researchers are playing an important 
part in supporting educational development, 
enhancing health and wellbeing, growing business 
expertise and enabling creative potential in Māori 
and Pacific communities.

Increasingly, the many identities and cultures 
of Asia are also integral to the life of our city 
and our University. Early each year, Albert Park 
and Princes Street come to life with the exotic 
aromas and colourful displays of the Auckland 
Lantern Festival. One of the popular attractions 
at the 2012 festival was a tea ceremony hosted 
by the Confucius Institute, which is located at 

The University of Auckland and generously 
supported by Hanban in China. The Institute 
plays a leading role in fostering closer cultural, 
social and business relations between China and 
New Zealand by promoting the study of Chinese 
language and culture. 

Creative arts are a key component of the identity 
of New Zealanders. With the support of the 
Chartwell Trust and the enthusiastic involvement 
of staff in a range of disciplines across the 
University, the Dean of the National Institute of 
Creative Arts and Industries (NICAI) and newly-
appointed Deputy Vice-Chancellor (Strategic 
Engagement), Professor Jenny Dixon, is heading 
up a comprehensive project that will promote a 
deeper understanding of the arts and their role in 
creative thinking.

New Zealand’s ability to succeed and prosper in 
the future will depend on its population being able 
to adapt to environments not yet imagined and 
solve problems not yet predicted. The vision for the 
project is to put creative thinking at the centre of 

Professor Jenny DIXon
Dean of the National Institute of Creative 
Arts and Industries (NICAI) and Deputy 
Vice-Chancellor (Strategic Engagement)
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education, alongside literacy and numeracy, and 
at the centre of business and society. In 2013 
the priority for the Creative Thinking Programme 
will be to launch a Creative Fellows Programme, 
bringing some of the world’s leading thinkers in 
creativity to New Zealand to work with and inspire 
our communities.

The creative talents of composer Eve De Castro-
Robinson, librettist Roger Horrocks, artistic director 
Uwe Grodd, and stage director Murray Edmond, 
among others, earned full houses and glowing 
reviews with the Len Lye the opera production at 
the Maidment Theatre in September. Len Lye was 
a major force in experimental film and kinetic art 
and the donor-supported NICAI production was 
intended to honour an incredible man as well 
as being a unique event. New Zealand Herald 
reviewer William Dart described the show as 
“an arresting piece of musical theatre”, while the 
National Business Review’s John Daly-Peoples 
said that the work “has entered the annals of 
New Zealand opera with eloquent music and an 
intelligent libretto”.

A few hundred metres away and still close to 
the heart of the city campus, the Gus Fisher 
Gallery at the Kenneth Myers Centre has 
recently featured the creative output of another 
extraordinary New Zealander: Douglas Wright, 

one of the country’s best-known dancers and 
choreographers. The gallery is an icon of the 
University, both through the contribution that 
its activities make to visual arts and as a superb 
venue for special events.

Our School of Music has long caught the attention 
of generous supporters who recognise the role 
that they can play in creating the top performers 
of tomorrow. Some funds assist students from 
secondary school into undergraduate study, such 
as the new First in Family Scholarship, and others, 
such as the Anne Bellam scholarships, give some 
of our best graduates the opportunity to learn and 
grow overseas. 

“Performers, composers and musicologists all 
benefit immensely from studying overseas,” says 
the Head of the School of Music, Dr Allan Badley. 
“It is not just having access to inspired teaching 
and a phenomenal concert life that makes the 
difference to our students, but also the chance to 
experience music in a much broader cultural and 
intellectual context.” 

The University’s growing profile as an institution 
that nurtures a broad range of talents has been 
underlined in recent years through the John Drake 
Memorial Scholarship. The scholarship is offered 
by the University and the Auckland University 
Rugby Club and provides support to individuals 
who are exceptional both on and off the field. 
Rallying support for the scholarship has also 
provided some memorable occasions for donors, 
particularly those who joined the 1987 former All 
Blacks team for a fundraising gala dinner in the 
lead-up to the 2011 Rugby World Cup.

Len Lye the opera
production
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IndIvIduals

Anonymous (305)
Abbott, David
Abernethy, Melanie
Abrahams, Valerie
Acharya, Vishesh
Adams, John
Adams, Lorraine
Ahlquist, Lois
Ahn, Kylie
Aimer, Peter
Aitken, Alec
Aitken, Bruce
Aitken, Ema
Akel, William
Akhniotis, Eraclis
Alexander, Carolyn
Alexander, Fraser
Alexander-Graham, Judith
Aley, Patricia
Ali, Abdul
Alison, Elizabeth
Alison, Jack
Al-Khateeb, Ihsan
Allan, George
Allardice, Martin
Allen, Harry
Allen, Warren
Allison, David
Allison, Jeanette
Allison-Maxwell, Will
Almunif, Khaled
Alpe, Virginia
Amor, Robert
Amputch, Arthur
Anderson, Christian
Anderson, Jane
Anderson, John
Anderson, Sandra
Anderson, Sophie
Anderson, Stephen
Andrew, Jennifer
Andrew, Robin
Andrews, Gaye
Andrews, Les
Ang, J
Ang, Lip
Ang, Yen Peng

antonievich, jackie
antonievich, milan
apperley, roger
archibald, ian
archibald, munroe
argar, paul
armishaw, david
armishaw, richard
arnett, stewart
arnott, bruce
arnott, judith
arnoux, rosemary
arroll, bruce
arthur, greg
arumugam, abel
ashby, colin
asher, innes
asher, monica
asher, raynor
ashley Wilson, angela
ashworth, arthur
aspden, robert
aston, david
atchison, cunningham
atkins, david
atkinson, ian
atkinson, joe
atwill, nigela
atwool, berners
au, cecilia
audley, sandra
auton, leigh
aylward, malcolm
baay, frans
baba, kamaruzaman
bacarji, elena
baddeley, josephine
baguley, bruce
bahuguna, nalin
bai, juhong
baird, donald
baird, tony
baker, alexander
baker, bridget
baker, clive
baker, graham
baker, kenneth

bakker, vilas
ball, christine
ballagh, chloe
ballantyne, david
ballard, roberta
bamfield, duncan
bamfield, maree
bamfield, robert
banbrook, anthony
banbury, anita
banbury, grant
banks, doug
banwell, martin
baragwanath, david
baran, peter
barber, mark
barden, katherine
barfoot, nicholas
barker, george
barker, helen
barker, ian
barlow, geoffrey
barnard, graeme
barnes, monique
barnett, john
barnett, leanne
barnett, margaret
barnett, ruth
barrett, paul
barrett, paul
barrett, rory
barron, donald
barry, brian
bartlett, peter
bartley, bryan
bartley, tony
bascand, lawrence
basham, joanne
basrur, aditya
bassett, ronald
batchelar, mark
bates, denese
bates, terry
batkin, gregory
bawden, patricia
baxter, roger
bayly, trevor

bayne, bronwyn
bayrante, lauro
beal, glen
bealing, elizabeth
beasley, kent
beaven, elizabeth
beck, james
beck, john
beckett, desmond
becroft, andrew
beder, estelle
bedford, albert
bedford, helen
bedggood, margaret
beer gamal, magda
beer, alexia
beeson, gerrard
begic, Zoran
beilenson, lynair
bell, alan
bell, anne
bell, david
bell, frances
bell, graeme
bell, graeme
bell, leonard
bellam, anne 
bellamy, jane
bellew, elizabeth
bellringer, brian
ben tal, alona
benard, nancy
benge, frances
bennett, barbara
bennett, betty
bennett, christopher
bennett, ronald
benton, john
berber, stevan
berg, peter
berindei, florenta
berry, kevin
berry, simon
beyers, jason
bidwell, terri
bidwill, anna
bidwill, charles 

bieleski, karen
bieleski, roderick
bierens, peter
biggar, grant
bigg-Wither, grant
biland, alex
billeh, elias
bird, clinton
bird, graeme
birse, sally
bishop, lewis
bisley, charles
bisphan, alfred
black, graeme
black, ian
black, philippa
black, sebastian
blackburne, melanie
blackman, john
blackshaw, quentin
blackwell, campbell
blackwell, james
blackwell, liz
blackwell, susanna
blair, sue
blakeley, margaret
blanchard, peter
blaschke, anthony
blockley, craig
blomfield, alexander
bloomfield, ashley
bloomfield, irirangi
blumenfeld, nina
blythe, ivan
blythen, heather
boag, elisabeth
boddie, shirley
body, jack
body, simon
bojsen-moller, kirsten
bollard, anne
bollard, john
bolt, basil
bond, grahame
bond, marjorie
bone, elizabeth
bonita beaglehole, ruth
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bonniface, lisa
booker, rolf
boot, chris
boseley, howard
boshier, denys
bouchier, jo
bowater, eric
bowater, margaret
bowick, heidi
bowker, andrew
bowkett, susan
bowman, malcolm
boyd bell, sarah
boyd, Wayne
boyer, david
boyle, tim
boyne, james
boys, sylvia
braae, michael
brackstone, harry
bradford, miko
bradnam, bruce
bradshaw, anthony
bradshaw, trace
bradstock, ruth
brady, derek
brady, gerald
bregeon, aurelien
breward, ian
brewin-brown, heather
brewis, jill
brewster, roger
brice, diane
brick, dr greg 
bridge, colin
bridge, kenneth
bright, jeffrey
brinschwitz, holger
brinsmead, maxwell
brock, joan
brockelsby, keith
brooke, martin
brooker, anna
brookfield, jock
brooking, tom
brooks, kenneth
broom, neil

brothers, margaret
broughton, henare
brown, alistair
brown, allan
brown, andrew
brown, bettina
brown, dennis
brown, douglas
brown, john
brown, june
brown, marjorie
brown, roger
brown, stuart
browne, colin
browne, denis
browne, kevin
browne-russell, elizabeth
brownlie, albert
bruce, david
bruell, claire
bruell, ezra
bruen, elizabeth
bryant, doreen
bryant, garry
bryant, hayden
bryant, murray
bryant, paul
bublitz, barry
buchanan, douglas
buchanan, lance
buddle, peter
budiono, bambang
burdon, ros
burgess, beryl
burgess, graham
burling, kylie
burns, john
burrell, margaret
burrett, hugh
burridge, scott
burrows, graham
burry, alistair
burt, alison
burton, john
bus, vincent
busche, holger
bush, graham

buswell, keith
butcher, mark
butler, beverley
butler, michael
butt, ronnie
button, john
byrne, chris
byrne, john
caccia-birch, colleen
cadness, phaedra
cairney, james
calcinai, judith
calder, alexander
calder, jonathan
caldwell, phyllis
callaghan, moeawa
callan, louise
callander, stephen
cameron, gray
cameron, marie
cameron, robert
cameron, tim
cameron-gavin, dorothy
camp, stuart
campbell, dyan
campbell, graeme
carapiet, jon
cargill, john
cargill, thomas
carmichael, howard
carnachan, john
carnahan, john
carr, alexander
carroll, dwayne
carroll, sean
carruthers, helen
carter, david
carter, john
carter, murray
carter, noel
carter, ron
carter, rosemary
caswell, sue
castle, malcom
cato, bruce
caughey, catherine
caughey, celia

caughey, christine
caughey, michael
caughey, rosslyn
cawkwell, george
cawley, robert
chalcroft, james
challis, john
chambers, robert
chambers, roger
chan, bandy
chan, hua tack
chan, iris
chan, suet
chandulal, anna
chang, davey
chang, mark
chaplin, joanna
chaplow, rebecca
chapman, guy
chapman, ralph
charleston, donald
charlick, paul
charlton, margery
charman, lesle
chatfield, graeme
chaudhary, rajendra
cheang, gerald
chen, annie
chen, chung Wai
chen, david
chen, kevin
chen, kok
chen, min-huey
chen, richard
chen, yan
chen, yin-hsien
chen-Wishart, mindy
cheon, jin
cheshire, philip
cheung, antonio
cheung, diana
cheung, gin ho
cheung, ingrid
cheung, john
cheung, kwan hang
chew, robert
chia, boon

chia, patricia
chik, Wan yan
childs, john
chilwell, muir
chin, raphael
ching, Wain
chisholm, donna
chong, kong
chow, otto
chrisp, roderick
christianson, muriel
christie, lyall
christopher, nancy
christopherson, susan
chuang, jerome
church, toni
clapshaw, peter
clare, ronald
claridge, graeme
clarihew, anne
clark, kerry
clark, norman
clark, paul
clark, richard
clark, ross
clark, tom
clarke, kath
clarke, philip
clarke, ted
clarkson, dale
clarkson, patricia
cleary, mike
clegg, james
clendon, gene
cliff, carole 
clift, frank
clift, max
close, ron
clotworthy, lewis
clover, bill
clucas, rodney
cockfield, terence
coers, john
cohen, marcus
coldham, margaret
coldicutt, helen
cole, alan
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cole, cameron
cole, david
cole, margaret
cole, margo
cole, stephen
cole, Warren
colgan, graeme
collin, matthew
collin-coubrough, margaret
collins, francis
collins, john
collins, john
collins, terry
collins, valrae 
collow, andrew
colville, jan
comeau, margery
comeau, michele
compton, richard
comrie-thomson, anna
coneglan, nancy
connell, barbara
connell, richard
connolly, edward 
connor, bruce
connor, fiona
constable, robert
cook, debbie
cook, francis
cook, neville
cooney, simon
cooney, terrence
coop, harold
cooper, david
cooper, joanna
cooper, shirley
cooper, vivienne
corban, brian
corban, jennifer
corbett, jan
corbett, tricia
cornwell, christopher
coster, heather
cotton, neil
cotton, pauline
cotton, peter
coull, tamzin

couper, blair
cowan, erica
cowen, david
cowley, peter
cown, paula
cox, fiona
craig, james
craig, ross
craig, roy
crampton, philip
crawford, matthew
creagh, philip
creasy, robert
crick, timothy
crimmins, judith
crompton, david
cronin, gareth
cropp, glynnis
cropper, fay
cross, david
crossley, mark
crosthwaite, jan
crotty, malcolm
cruickshank, john
cuajungco, math
cui, xiao ling
culpan, roger
cumming, dorothy
cunningham jr, William
cunningham, philippa
curnow, jenifer
currie, david
currie, Winifred
curtis, donald
cusack, noel
dahms, fredric
dainty, geoffrey
dale, pamela
daly, barbara
daly, mary
daly, michelle
dalziel, raewyn
dang, david
d’arcy, mary
darlow, bob
dart, james
davenport, john

davenport, kate
davidson, angus
davidson, ian
davidson, jeanette
davies, caroline
davies, elaine 
davies, elizabeth
davies, glyn
davies, jim
davies, john
davies, justeen
davies, robert
davis, brian
davis, gabrielle
davis, joan
davis, kathryn
dawn, barbara
dawson, doug
dawson, francis
dawson, russ
de courcy, katherine
de graaf, daniel
de kock, jill
de ridder, keith
de souza, joseph
dean, miriam
debney, dennis
dejong, lex
dempsey, john
denham, ronald
dennehy, bernard
denton, margaret
devenish-meares, rita
dezoete, frederick
dhar, urmila
dick, raewyn
dickens, paul
dickinson, hugh
dickison, john
diesto, eric
dikmans, laura
dil, lindsay
dillon-mayne, matthew
dinesh, dorothy
dingwall, ian
disciullo, William
dittrich, ronald

divich, andrew
dobbie, gay
dobbin, murray
dobson, jude
dodd, josephine
dodd, lynley
donald, tom
donnelly, philip
donovan, kim
donovan, robin
doo, lesley
doogue, jan marie
doran, bob
doran-read, siobhan
douglas, richard
douglas, graeme and ngaire
dove, cynthia
dowdell, quenton
dower, susan
dowie, susan
dowrick, david
dowrick, noel
dowsett, peter
drake, alan
drake, george
drake, john
dreyer, Wayne
driver, justine
druce, timothy
drupsteen, thijs
duder, john
dullabh, arvind
duncan, gwynn 
duncan, jenny
duncan, robert
duncan, rosemary
dunlop, alistair
dunn, gregor
dunning, matthew
dunworth, treasa
dureau, christine
duxbury, mark
dye, murray
eagar, raewyn
east, paul
easton, christine
ebbett, richard

edgar, john
edgcumbe, margaret
edwards, diana
edwards, graeme
edwards, louise
edwards, matthew
edwards, terence
eggers, geoffrey
eisenberg, carol
ekambi, glenn
ekeroma, alec
elcoat, stephen
elder, hinemoa
elias, victoria
elley, Warwick
ellis, gavin
ellis, laura
ellis, michael
ellis, rick
ellis-pegler, elaine
emens-mcadam, janice
eng, steven
england, margaret
ennis, john
enright, darrell
ensor, hamish
erceg, ivan
erceg, sylvia
erikson, alison
erikson, kathryn
erlam, rosemary
essuman, adelaide
evans, david
evans, jillian
evans, jim
evans, margaret
eyre, elizabeth
eyre, mary
ezaki, taichi
faasse, robert
faesen kloet, jeannette
fair, trina
fairburn, hanno
faire, john
fairweather, keith
faithfull, barbara
falconer, feriel
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falkenstein, tony and 
heather

falkner, clare
fan, michelle
fardell, kate
farmer, keitha
faulknor, rex
faull, shirley
fearon, michael
fearon, paul
fehl, peter
fenelon, louis
fenton, anna
fenton, roger
fenwick, robert
ferguson, claire
ferguson, george
ferguson, john
ferguson, stephanie
ferguson, William
fergusson, bruce
fernandez, dorothy
ferns, karen
ferrer, eileen
ferrier, mary
fetui, vavao
finley, chris
firth, derek
fish, jocelyn
fisher, charlotte
fisher, gus and irene 
fisher, rob
fisk, catherine
fitzgerald, tony
fitzgibbon, anna
fitzmaurice, john
fitzpatrick, brian
fitzpatrick, nick
fitzsimons, jeanette
fitzsimons, peter
fleming, graham
fletcher, bronwyn
fletcher, sian elias and hugh
flett, alastair
flower, richard
foggo, bruce
foley, guyon

fong, robert
foo, ngee
foote, george
foreman, bill
forrest, ian
forsman, ed
forsyth, richard
foster, dean
foster, michael
foster, robert
fotu, joel
fowlds, david
fowler, michael
fox, gwyn
france, david
france, john
france, margaret
france, ross
francesco, janet
francis, susan
frankham, bev
frankish, paul
franklin, alan
franklin, colin
franklin, herbert
franklin, kenneth
frankovich, mate
frants, leonid
fraser, adam
fraser, andrew
fraser, bryson
fraser, donald
freckleton, peter
free, kevin
french, christine
frengley, sally
friedlander, jason
fry, lyn
fuimaono, sam
funder, john
fuscic, peter
fuyala, tom
fyers, Wendy
gabb, anna
gaeta, helen
gair, george
galbraith, alan

galbraith, donald
gallot, helen
gamble, douglas
gamman, florence
gardner, elizabeth
garland, anna
garrett, elisabeth
garrett, jennifer
garrett, ross
garthwaite, kathryn
gault, ellerie
gault, ian
gautier, alan
geddes, anne
gelb, john
gemmell, arthur
genter, julie
gentles, beverly
george, ian
george, kenneth
gerard, john
gerbic, ailsa
gervai, pamela
geurts, jacqueline
ghai, yash
gibb, neil
gibbons, bunty
gibbs, angela
gibbs, jenny 
gibson, jennifer
gibson, patrick
gibson, peter
gidman, valma
gilberd, bruce
gilbert, bruce
gilbert, david
gilbert, stephen
giles, alexander
gill, michael
gillespie, helen
gillies, joan
gillingham, kenny
gilmore, lynne
gilmore, natalie
gilroy, kathryn
gimblett, max
given, helen

glasgow, marjory
glasgow, matt
glazebrook, susan
glenn, owen g. 
gluckman, ann
glynn, robyn
goddard, lowell
godinot, antoine
godley, eric
godwin, jennylee
going, linda
goldsman, margaret
goldwater, harold
goldwater, kim and 

jeanette 
goldwater, nick
gong, jianhua
gonzalezvargas, carlos
goodall, kaaren
goodfellow, bruce
goodfellow, marion
goodison, douglas
goodson, matthew
goodyear, alan
goodyer, julie
gordon, andrew
gould, bryan
goulding, john
gourdie, trudi
gourley, michael
govender, loganathan
gow, james
gowan, stephanie
grace, susanna
graham, douglas
graham, jeanine
graham, jenni
graham, john
graham, kerri
graham, peter
graham, ruth
graham, thomas
grant, andrew and elle
grant, barbara
grant, cameron
grant, ian
grantham, edmond

gravatt, lance
gray, gregory
gray, ian
gray, sheila
gray, stuart
gray, susan
gray, vivienne
green, diana 
green, mary
green, roger
gregory, john
greig, david
grenfell, kim
griffin, bruce
griffiths, gae
griffiths, lewis
griffiths, William
grigg, robyn
grigor, james
grimes, froma
grimes, ronald
grinter, desmond
grotta, ernest
grove, arthur
guicherit, marjolijn
guild, renee
gunasekara, leela
gunman, andrew
gunn, madeline
gupta, rohit
gust, judith
guthrie, jeanne
gutmann, stephen
hablous, neville
hacking, robert
hadden, bruce and Wendy
haddon, raymond
hadfield, garry
hadlow, karol
haigh, david
haigh, john
hall, annette
hall, graham
hall, henry
hall, ian
hall, susan
hamblin, norah
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hamilton, andrew
hamilton, david
hammond, grant
han, donovan
hanan, patrick and 

anneliese 
hand, rodney
hankey, patrick
hanna, john
hannken, Winifred
hansen, david
hansen, rod
hanson, joan
hanson, mark
hardie, donna
harding, jenny
harding, louisa
harding, mary
hardman, adam
harkness, leone
harland, ann christine
harmos, andrew
harper, tobias
harre, rom
harris, aroha
harris, mark
harris, mary
harris, matthew
harris, norman
harris, rosemary
harris, stella
harris, terry
harrison, geoffrey
harrison, joel
harrison, malcolm
harrison, peter
harrop, ken
hart, charlotte
hart, jenny
hart, pamela
harte, elizabeth
harte, michael
hartill, penelope
harvey, celia
harvey, david
harvey, yvonne
harvison, roger

harwood, ian
haslam, alastair
hasnain, syed
hassall, cedric
hassed, deirdre
haughey, bruce
haw, judith
hawk, john
hawkeswood, rachel
hawkins, allan
hawkins, glenn
hawkins, rebecca
hawley, antoinette
hawley, john
hawley, thomas
hay, audrey
hay, david
hay, peter
haycock, david
haydon, ron
haydon, ronald
hayes, betty
hayman, brian
hayman, karen
hays, peter
hayward, donald
hayward, paul
hayward, rebecca
hayward, susan
haywood, roy
he, jonas
he, lianne
heath, paul
heaven, christina
heenan, tonia
henare, manuka
hendry, ian
heng, chye
henrys, jane
henshall, don
heppleston, annette
hercock, paul
hernandez revuelta, raquel
heron, fiona
heron, maria
herring, lloyd 
hetherington, gerry

heynen, garry
heywood, jean 
hickman, diana
hickman, frederick
hicks, jocelyn
hickson, paul
higgins, christine
hight, nikolas
hikaka, greg
hill, bob
hill, bob j m
hill, james
hill, janette
hill, julie
hill, maureen
hill, stephen
hillier, christopher
hinds, geoffrey
hine, james
hinton, anne
hirsch, ruth
hirst, jerry
hirst, nigel
ho, gaik
ho, kin-chai
hoadley, judith
hobbis, leo
hobbs, norman
hobbs, stewart
hoben, sam
hoddle, mark
hodge, bill
hogan, allan
hogan, francis
hogben, lawrence
holborow, clive
holborow, les
holdaway, ann
holland, christine
holland, patrick
hollies, marilyn
hollings, deb
hollis, frances
hollis, stephanie
holmes, john
holmes, muriel
holmes, victor

holroyd, simon
holster, trish
holt, jill
honeyfield, johanna
hood, frances
hood, george
hood, ian
hood, john
hooi, jee
hooker, royden
hooper, antony
hooper, joanne
hooper, robin
hooton, david
hopkins, barrie
hopkins, raymond
horide-hobley, kieron
horne, roland
horrocks, nickola
horsburgh, margaret
horsley, mary
horton, cathy
horton, frances
horton, greg and shelley
horton, jane
horton, michael 
horwell, peter
hoskin, richard
hosking, james
hosking, john
hoskins, cedric
hotchkiss, gaylene
hounsell, judith
howard, carol
howe, paora
howells, graeme
howie, helena
howie, ross
howley, lyndal
hoyle, david
hsiang, york
hu, aiguo patrick
hu, julian
huang, carolyn
huang, haisong
huang, liang-yu
huang, vincent

huang, Weiwei
hubbard, diana
huddleston, janice
hudson, mike
hudson, switzer
huerta, monica
hughes, anne
hughes, mike
hughes, stephen
hughes, Wayne
hulbert, brent
hume, john
hume, William
humm, liz
hunt, alister
hunt, janet
hunt, jonathan
hunter, stephen
huntsman, judith
huppert, tomas
huq, laila
husain, mahlaqa
huscroft, grant
hutchins, janet
hutchinson, stuart
hutchison, david
hutton, roger
hyatt, cynthia
hyland, brett
impey, brent
ingavat, nutt
ingham, brian
ingram, simon
ip, manying
irving, john
irwin, geoffrey
irwin, janet
isaacs, robin and ruth
ishak, mohidin
ishibashi, sarah
ito, karino
ivory, elizabeth
jackson, alan
jackson, brent
jackson, peter
jacobs, susan
james, abraham
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james, gareth
james, glenn
james, margaret
james, sally
james, Warwick
jameson, michael
jamieson, megan
janes, hanne
jarvis, stephen
jayasena, chinthana
jelley, su
jelleyman, juanita
jenkin, christine
jenkinson, megan
jenns, tim
joffe, dylan
johansson, cory
johnson, beverley
johnson, gael
johnson, gay
johnson, russell
johnston, june
johnston, maureen
johnston, murray
joiner, duncan
jones, anne
jones, gudrun
jones, jane
jones, merv
jones, nancy 
jones, nicholas
jones, ripley
jones, rira
jones, russell
jones, robert 
jonkers, eric
jordan, cedric
jordan, mark
jordan, mary
jordan, Winnie
joseph, andrew
josephson, elizabeth
jull, denis
junge, cameron
kahan, michael
kamiryo, hideyuki
kapadia, champak

kar, julia
karalus, noel
karetai, margaret
karl, david
karndacharuk, siriwat
kassiotis-procuta, viktoras
kaye, hannah
kazmierow, maria
keam, alisha
kean, pam
keane, patrick
kearney, mary-louise
kebbell, jean
kedgley, graham
keith, kenneth
kelderman, maatje
keller, betty
kelly, claudia
kelly, sarah
kemp, richard
kennedy, carole
kennedy, paul
kennerley, melanie
kensington, john
kent, jonny
kent, stephen
kernot, bernie
kerr, grant
kerridge, paul
keys, eric
khaled, ahmed
khaleghian, elahe
khan, sarah
khoo, ah ang
khorshid, nawal
khouri, philip
kibblewhite, alick
kibblewhite, peter
kidd, helen
kidd, james
killeen, anita
kim, jung yee
king, thomas
kinghorn, William
kingsbury, benedict
kirby, richard
kirkby, ian

kirkness, john
kirkpatrick, robert
kirman-martin, claire
kistler, joerg
kitterman, joseph
kitto, graeme
kivell, denise
klippel, bronwen
klisser during, helen
klisser, johan
klouwens, jonathan
kong, nyuk ching
kool, bridget
korpus, sheron
krishnan, eesvan
kumarich, kate
kusabs, peter
kuschel, gerda
kwan, cheng fai
kwee, sandra
kydd, robert
la roche, john
la roche, sue
lack, bob
lackey, ian
laery, penny
lai, maggie
lai, yih-liang
laing, christopher
laity, anthony
lalor, eoin
lam, patrick
lamberton, tony
lambie, kate
lameko-va’ai, maryann
lamwilai, pratana
lander, gillian
lane, denis
lane, veronica
langton, elaine
lankovsky, anne
latimer, jane
lau, shuk yee
lau, trevor
laurence, david
laurenson, helen
law, clarissa

law, siu dea
law, song seng
law, Wai
lawrence, jane
leach, thomas
leak, martin
leaming, elva
lee, barbara
lee, caitlyn
lee, chuan seng
lee, david
lee, dongjin
lee, jim
lee, kitty
lee, kok ying
lee, lauren
lee, shao chin
lee, Weng
lee, yan yan
lee-joe, gilbert
lees, joan
leighton, kevin
lennon, james
leung, anthony
leung, leo
leung, yew kwong
levenberg, rhona
levene, mark
levene, david 
lewis, burn
lewis, gillian
leyland, maury
leys, vivienne
li, bo
li, hui
li, jessica
li, meng
lian, bee leng
liang, renee
liddell, chris
liggins, jackie
light, derek
lilley, jeays
lim, bok kia
lim, kee-sin
lim, peter
lin, frank

lin, john
lin, leonard
lin, peijie
lin, runfeng
lin, vincent
lin, Wenson
lind, hannah
lindesay, isabell
lindsay, john
lindsay, robert
linehan, brian
linklater, hamish
list, caroline
lister, paul
liu, daniel
lloyd, peter
lobb, stuart
lockhart, andrew
lodge, davin
loh, kuin phei
lomax, phil
london, joyce
long, julian
longcroft, joan-mary
longo, lawrence
lord, graham
lord, hazel
lord, jim and hazel 
lou, kit
lovell-smith, jane
low, gary ck
low, swee ngee
low, Wong fook
lowe, elsie
lowe, malcolm
lowe, mavis
lowery, martin
lowery, sam
lubeck, nicholas
ludher-chandra, sharon
luke, joyce
luke, ross
lum, kok Wah
lum, kwai
lum, linda
lupis, nicholas
lusk, hamish
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lynch, pat
lyne, amanda
lyon, david
ma, martin
macalister, toby
macbean, margaret
maccormick, alastair
macdonald, charlotte
macdonald, charlotte
macdonald, derek
macdonald, jeannette
macdonald, kenneth
macdonald, penny
macdonald, ross
mace, chris
macferson, graham
machin, dale
mackay, pippa
mackenzie, simon
mackie, allan
mackinnon, barry
mackinnon, mary
macmillan, anne
macredie, stephen
maddox, james
maguire, mel
mahadevan, murali
mahoney, maryanne
mahoney, richard
mahood, mary
main, brian
mak, alex
mak, keat-meng
makin, john
malloy, michael
mally, stephen
malone, nicholas
maloney, kevin
malpas, mary-anne
mandeno, annette
mandeno, keith
mander, lewis
mane-Wheoki, jonathan
mangu, maryann
mani, fatmir
mann, des
manning, graham

manning, julian
mansell, stephen
mantell, colin
marinovich, vinka
marks, judith
markson, stephanie
marshall, george
marshall, margaret
marshall, richard
marsich, anna
martin, denise
martin, harry
martin, jan
martin, john
martin, rachel
masfen-yan, eugenie
mason, barbara
mason, clifford
mason, jonathan
mataga, des
mather, david
mathieson, donald
mathieson, garth
matich, miroslav
matteson, sharon
matthews, barbara
matthews, james
matthews, john
matthews, peter
matuschka, trevor
maud, cristopher
maud, patricia
maule, rachel
mawdsley, robert
mawston, ian
max, lesley
maxwell, peter
maxwell, trevor
maxwell-jackson, quentin
may, emily
mayes, ronald
mayo, john and marylyn
mcadam, bruce
mcadam, roderick
mcalpine, donald
mcbeath, ngaire 
mccabe, elise

mccall, janice
mcclintock, terri
mcclymont, robert
mccoach, hugh
mcconnell, beverley
mcconnell, robert
mccowan, lesley
mccrone, ann
mccubeary, jean 
mccullagh, anthony
mcculloch, murray
mccutcheon, stuart
  and deborah
mcdonald, hilaire
mcdowell, julie
mcelrea, frederick
mcelroy, rosemary
mcfadden, madeleine
mcghee, charles
mcgiven, david
mcgrath, dennis
mcguigan, robert
mcguire, christopher
mcguire-ketchum, jane
mcinness, tony
mcintosh, elizabeth
mcintosh, stephen
mcintyre, lisa
mckechnie, paul
mckee, derrick
mckegg, alyson
mckegg, max
mckenzie, marta
mckibbin, robert
mclaren, rebecca
mclaren, stuart
mclaughlin, john
mclay, ruth
mclean, john
mclean, margot
mcleay, roderick
mcleod, bruce
mcmullen, valerie
mcmullin, duncan
mcnaughton, stuart
mcsoriley, brian
meale, helen

medlicott, jann
mehta, sangeeta
mellsop, john
menezes, anita
mercer, christopher
metcalfe, colleen
metge, joan
metge, nigel
methven, jim
meuli, pierre
meyer, janice
meyer, ray
michie, rodney
middlemiss, joan
mihec, damian
milbank, gorham
milicich, ronald
millar, james
millar, john
millar, leslie
millar, pauline
millar, peter
millener, ngaire
miller, helen
miller, john
miller, lynaire
miller, mark
miller, natalie
miller, odette
miller, raymond
miller, ruth
miller, thomas
milligan allen, julie
mills, stephen
milmine, malcolm
milne, chris
milne, jonathan
milne, peter
milroy, stephanie
mitchell-lowe, margaret
modrich, anthony
moffat, deirdre
moffitt, allan
monaghan, vince
montague, christine
montgomery, mary
moody, susan

moore, barbara
moore, chris
moore, simon
moores, harold
moran, pauline
morel, jenny
morenko, alex
morgan, barbara
morgan, trevor
morris, antony
morris, lilo
morris, stanley
morrison, dawn
morrison, james
morrison-low, jeanie
morrow, catherine
morrow, diana
mortimer, roger
morton, alison
morton, bruce
morton, rob
moses, jon
moses, roger
mosley, grenville
moss, aston
mount, simon
mountfort, louise
mummery, donna
munro, jessie
munro, Winifred
murphy, donald
murphy, Warren
murray, ian and emma 
musaad, salma
musgrove, marjorie
musgrove, michael
nairn, d
naismith, joan
nalder, shirley
narayan, paea
nathan, anna
nathan, dennis
nathan, jill
nathan, roger
nathan, Whetuu
nathanielsz, peter
naylor, henry
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naylor, vivian
neeve, glenn
neill, michael
nelson, alison
nelson, jonathan
nesfield, stephen
nettleton, john
newbery, joan
newell, brett
newman, paul
newman, Wayne
newton, colleen
ng, anne
ng, christopher
ng, gordon
ng, grant
ng, jiak see
ng, martin
ng, pamela
ngatai, jessica
ngiam, irene
ngo, hoanh
nguyen, thanh 
nguyen, thi
nguyen, xa van
ni, bing
nicholls, valerie
nicholson, colin
nicholson, daphne
nicholson, gordon
nicholson, heather
nicholson, peter
nicholson, rebecca
nicks, rowan
nicol, gareth
nicoll, david
nicoll, Warwick
niland, michael
nolan, derek
noonan, michael
noonan, ros
norman, anne and david 
normanton, kevin
norris, john
north, derek and alison
northey, richard
northwood, bruce

norton, michael
nunns, alan
nunweek, bryan
nutbeam, melanie
nutsford, simon
nuttall, mary
oates, greg
o’brien, annis
o’brien, matthew
o’brien, patrick
o’brien, patrick
o’carroll, philip
ockinga, boyo
o’connor, charmian
o’connor, margaret
o’connor, patricia
o’connor, shirley
o’connor, simon
o’connor, thomas
o’donnell, joanne
ogden, stuart
ogilvie, angus
ogilvie, irene
ogle, ross
oh, moana
oh, yong
o’hagan, brian
o’keeffe, katherine
oldham, margaret
oliver, robin
olney, desmond
olsen, jon
olssen, erik
o’neil, kathy
ong, boon kheng
ong, Weng foo
onneweer, peter
oppenheim, amelia
optican, scott
orange, alan
orange, claudia
orchiston, hector
ord, tom
o’rourke, harry
o’rourke, jackie
orr, michael
ostermann, amanda

ostermann, samuel
o’sullivan, brendan
o’sullivan, geoff
o’sullivan, kevin
o’sullivan, mike
ottaway, kaye
overton, stephanie
owens, rachel
owsianowski, lucas
ozumba, edwin
ozumba, jennie
page, milton
paine, sally
paki, paea
palmer, colin
palmer, george
palmer, john
palmer, ken
palmer, lee
palmer, Warwick
panckhurst, david
pang, piow
parekowhai, michael
park, arthur
park, jeong
parke, stephen
parker, richard
parker, sharon
parkes, karen
parkinson, claire
parkinson, frank
parkinson, john
parkinson, William
parmenter, raymond
parrish, murray
parry, bryan
parsons, alan
parsons, anthony
partridge, john
passa, joseph
patchett, elizabeth
patel, ashok
patel, hematlal
patel, shobhna
paterson, betty
paterson, bronwyn
paterson, margaret

paterson, paul
paterson, ronald
paton, john
patrick, jo
patterson, david
patterson, jocelyn
patterson, ronald
paul, eddie
paul, teresa
paykel, agnes
payne, olivia
peach, roger
peacock, blayne
peacock, rosa
pearce, carey
pearce, david v. 
pearl, ann
pearman, marie
peart, alan
peddie, david
peeters, john
penberthy, paul
pender, janne
pender, michael
pendergrast, james
penfold, merimeri
penny, david
percival, roy
pereira, anthony
perkins, mark
perkins, scott
perry, graham
peters, andrew
peterson, kevin
pezaro, john
pham, long
pham, nhat
phibbs, helen
phillips, alison
phillips, dawn
phillips, richard
phillips, yvonne
pickens, ivan
picot, brian and sue 
pike, ian
pike, russell
pinder, heather

pinder, jennifer
pinfold, elizabeth
ping, joan
pirrit, linda
pirrit, penny
pitt-payne, timothy
plimmer, john
plowman, annette and neal
poff, russell
poh, felicia
poletti, alan
poletti, maurice
pollard, joan
pond freeman, diana
pongsupaht, apinant
pope, sandra
porsolt, roger
potter, alison
potter, john
potter, marina
potter, ursula
powell, beryl
prado, elena
pratt, richard
pratt, William
prebble, john
prebble, kate
prebble, mary
prebble, tom
prentice, beverly
prerssilp, sanhachai
priestley, alastair
priestley, john
prince, marjorie 
pring, kath
prinn, ronald
print, lyndal
prosser, judith
pugh, jeffrey
purcell, shona
purvis, olive
pybus, john
pye, trevor
quentin-baxter, alison
radford, colin
rae, kenneth
raeburn, john
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rajan, anand
rajan, arun
rama, jayesh
ramanathan, mythily
ramos, genoveva
ranatunga, chintaka
ranby, paul
rance, damian
randerson, anthony
raniga, jitesh
rann, michael
rasmussen, erling
ratima, darrell
ratnapala, dinesh
raudkivi, arved
ravono, mereseini
ray, tracey and peter
raymond, andre
raynes, michael
read, faith
recordon, philip
reddy, sandra
reddy, sunil
redwood, angela
reed, christopher
reed, peter
reeve, brian
reid, anne v r
reid, helen
reid, hilary
reid, john
reindler, stephen
relph, claire
renker, rolf
rennell, penny
rennie, john
reti, shane
reynolds, claire
reynolds, francis
reynolds, heather
reynolds, john
reynolds, john
reynolds, juda
reynolds, mark
reynolds, roger
rhodes, peter
rhodes, susan

riches, mary
ricketts, geoff and fran 
riddell, robert
ridley, William
rimmer, elizabeth
rimmer, helen
rimmer, john
ring, layton
ring, polly
rishworth, paul
robb, betty
robbers, michael
roberts, dick
roberts, kathryn
roberts, sally
roberts, sue
robertson, gillian
robertson, julian 
robertson, neil
robertson, ranald
robinson, ann
robinson, bridget
robinson, david
robinson, david
robinson, richard
rodliffe, christopher
rodrigues, miriam
rogan, mary
rogers, david
rollo, peter
ronayne, ian
rosati, angela
rose, david
rose, john
rose, john
ross, robert
rosser, mervyn
rotherham, barbara
roughan, nicole
routley, alan
rowan, darion
rowe, peter
rowe, peter
rowland, donald
rowland, patrick
roxborogh, jennifer
roy, john

rudy, andrea
ruge, ruth
ruha, sam
rundle, Wilma
ruri, mereana
rushforth, david
russell, terence
rutherford, james
rutherford, peter
ryall, phil
ryan, dan
ryan, jacqui
ryan, patrick
ryburn, helen
rykers, neville
sagar, mark
sainsbury, lyndy
sainsbury, mark
sala, siiva
salmon, keith
salmon, peter
sandall, kit
sanders, michael
sang, ron
sankoff, peter
sapolu, iuni
sargent, jean
sargisson, hannah
sarolkar, prafulla
satyanand, anand
saunders, andrew
savage, ernest
saw, stanley
sayer, bryan
sayes, edwin
scarlett, nick
scarparo, susanna
schaeffer, glenn
schaumkel, frederick
schlinker, phyllis
schmidt, tobias
schmidt, Werner
schneider, robert
schollum, stephen
scholz, Wolfgang
schot, john
schroder, mary-louise

schuler, beate 
schwartz, alan
schwieters, malwina
scobie, nita
scobie, tanya
scott family
scott, andrew
scott, christine
scott, graeme
scott, john
scott, marilyn
scott, ray
scott, soke
seagar, john
seager, christopher
segedin, marin
seifert, louis
seifried, susan
sellers, pamela
sender, penelope
senick hannif, mohammed
service, suzanne and brian 
seth, anmol
seth, kunal
sethu, r r
sexton, michael
shadbolt, yvonne
sharkey, michael
sharman, bettina
sharp, maxine
shaw, keith
shaw, rosemary
shaw, simon
shea, sharon
shearer, david
sheath, kristina
sheath, may
sheath, melissa
sheen, stephen
shelton, robert
shen, guoying
shen, jing
shen, xianchun
sheridan, don
sherlock, betty
sherwood, mary
shevland, john

shi, roger
shivnan, brian
shooter, david
shove, david
shroff, gordon
sigley, christopher
silan, peter
simcock, david
simester, andrew
simmonds, mollie
simmons, david
simon, judith
simona, rita
simpson, david
simpson, heather
simpson, leonie
simpson, lester
simpson, robert
sims, frank
sinclair, john
sinclair, kathryn
sinclair, lesley
singer, jean
singh, raghunath
singh, shiu
sisarich, Warren
siu, andrew
skala, linda
skeen, jane
skelton, peter
skelton, philip
skidmore, steven
skinner, david
skinner, paul
slack, adrian
slade, margaret
smale, janet
small, francis
smallfield, percy
smellie, ruth
smiley, richard
smith, alister
smith, barbara
smith, bruce
smith, christopher
smith, david
smith, david
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smith, dennis
smith, derek and elizabeth
smith, frank
smith, george
smith, graham
smith, guy
smith, james
smith, jenny
smith, jill
smith, keryn
smith, kimberley
smith, muriel
smith, peter
smith, sidney
smith, sue
smith, susan
smith, susan
smith, thane
smith, vanessa
smither, sarah
smitheram, neville
smits, kathryn
snow, kate
solomon, robert
somashekar, arcot
somerville, annis
son, keum
so’oalo, setapu
sorrenson, richard
southey, margaret
southwick, maureen
speedy, linda
speedy, squire
speir, leonard
spencer, catherine
spicer, barry
spicer, murray
spong, geoffrey
spring sprague, angela
sritharan, devarani
st john, scott and vicki 
stamp, lisa
stanaway, kerry
stanley, rosalie
stanton, kathleen
staples, haydn
stastny, ana

stazyk, thomas
steedman, michael
steel, jeremy
steel, rodney
steele, elizabeth
steinemann, nelly
steinmann, kai
stenbeck, neil
stephan, jules
stephens, timothy
stevens, lyn
stevens, William
stevenson, charles
stevenson, nari
steward, marion
stewart, adrienne
stewart, david
stewart, graham
stewart, john
stewart, margaret
stewart, megan
stewart, tony and sandra
stiassny, michael
stojanovich, Zoran
stone, carolyn
stone, marcus
stone, raewyn
stone, russell
stoner, david
stones, alan
stones, arrum
strang, William
strevens, michael
strother, stephen
strutt, maria
stuart, john
stuart, melanie
sturgess, garry
sturm, jennifer
sturm, roderick
styles, paul
su, yu-chun
subramaniam, rathan
subritzky, bruce
sumich, helen
sumich, john
sundt, richard

suratri, sri
surrey, thomas
surus, andrzej
sussex, ian
sutcliffe, sally
sutcliffe, William
sutherland, nola
sutherland, ross
suttie, ian
sutton, richard
swan, rick
swasbrook, christopher
sweetman, anne
swift, brent
swinburn, paul
syme, james
syme, john
symmans, William
sze, franco
tabb, james
tagg, mary
tait, anthony
tait, maria
tait, philippa
tait, shane
tait, trevor
tak, san
takle, bruce
tako kapua, annie
tallett, geoff
tama, ngametua
tan, chin
tan, chin hai
tan, jin siew
tan, khee
tan, kim
tan, kin lee
tan, poh-guan
tan, simon
tan, soon hie
tan, yoke san
tang, helen
tanner, murray
tanner, philip
tanner, raymond
tanu, falita
tapp, pauline

tarrant, cecilia
tauber, david
tauroa, lane
taylor, david
taylor, elizabeth
taylor, faith
taylor, jane
taylor, peter
te amo, elizabeth
te kani, suzanne
tee, matthew
tehara, sewa
teirney, raewyn
temm, jonathan
templer, linda
tesiram, pravir
thng, chiok meng
thomas, lloyd
thomas, lucy
thomas, mark
thomas, ryann
thompson, curtis
thompson, dennis
thompson, diana
thompson, joan
thompson, kate
thompson, murray
thompson, tanya
thomson, maxwell
thomson, sarah
thornley, rosser
thorp, thomas
thorpe, geoff
thurston, bill
thurston, phread
thwaite, gregory
tiedemann, peter
tietjens, mary
tills, athol
timmins, rayma
tingey, murray
tipping-clatworthy, erin
titchener, kerry
titter, margaret
tobin, helen
todd, maree
todhunter, anne

tokomikahere-layton, bradley
tolich, david
tomas, nin
tombs, Winifred
tongue, joy
tonkin, john
topping, lesley
torrance, jan
toso, meripa
tovey, angelika
townend, hugh
townsend, stephen
traeger, max
tran, binh
trembath, Wilton
tremewan, lisa
trepanier, felix
tresadern, alan
trevarthen-traub, jane
tribe, peter
trippner, george
trott, donald
trotter, margaret
trotter, maureen
trounson, gregory
tsai, su
tsang, hing lung eric
tsang, tin sang
tsui, joseph
tsui, mei
tsui, raymond
tucker, ian
tudehope, bruce
tuilotolava, mary
tulloch, iain
turkington, don
turley, ingrid
turnbull, john
turner, philip
turner, robin
tweedie-cullen, ry
twiss, greer
twist, graham
tylee, colleen
uhe, george
urlich, ray
urlich, rochelle
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urquhart, gwynne
ussher, christopher
valentine, diana
van der linden, jarno
van kuyk, albert
van leeuwen, anna
van paassen, catherine
van rossen, rhoda
vanden heuvel, anthony
varughese, joy
vautier, noel
veitch, paul
vennell, adrian
vennell, margaret
vereker-bindon, david
verran, susan
vickers, peter
vickridge, noel
vidicki, adela
vincent, grace
vincent, kayne
vincent, phyllis
vincent, sana
virtue, daniel
vitali, vanda
von randow, janet
vosper, margaret
Waalkens, robyn
Waddington, john
Waddington, rosa
Wahid, alif
Wainwright, elaine
Waite, christopher
Wales, geoffrey
Walker, geoffrey
Walker, george
Walker, jennifer
Walker, philippa
Walker, ranginui
Walker, stan
Wallace, elizabeth
Wallace, ian
Wallace, james
Walls, john
Wallwork, denise
Walter, sue
Wang, allan

Wang, yang
Wang, yong mei
Ward, elizabeth
Ward, frances
Ward, jack
Wardlaw, melissa
Wareham, james
Warmington, andrew
Warrington, pauline
Washer, brian
Watson, andrew
Watson, james
Watson, margaret
Watson, peter
Watt, russell
Watt, stephen
Watts, peter
Wearne, stephanie
Webb, dick
Webb, linda
Webb, peter
Webb, raymond
Weber, rosemary
Webster, craig
Webster, emily
Wedekind, andrew
Weeks, hilary
Wei, jimmy
Wei, lei
Weiner, david
Weldschidt, lloyd
Wells, kate
Wells, mary
Wells, murray
Wells, philip
Wentworth, mavis
Werry, john
Wesley, alison
West, irene
West, john
West, rae
West, steven
Westbrooke, john
Weston, michael
Westra, rintje
Wetzstein, steffen
Whale, michael

Whale, philip
Whaley, alexa
Whaley, owen
Whimp, diana
Whineray, Wilson
White, choi
White, graham
White, michael
White, percy
White, robert
White, Warwick
White, William
Whitehead, heather
Whitelaw, richard
Whitwell, pat
Whyte, jocelyn
Wi, sonya
Wickham, newton
Wignall, jean
Wilberg, hanna
Wilcox, john
Wilcox, michael
Wild, allan
Wiles, nicholas
Wilkes, joanne
Wilkes, jocelyn
Wilkin, john
Wilkinson, liz
Wilkinson, shirley
Willey, hayden
Williams, bruce
Williams, cecil
Williams, david
Williams, elizabeth
Williams, graheme
Williams, jane
Williams, julian
Williams, michael
Williams, ngaire
Williams, nigel
Williams, peter
Williamson, beverley
Williamson, john
Williamson, peter
Williamson, sarah
Wills, peter
Wilson, anne
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Wilson, cecily
Wilson, doug
Wilson, james
Wilson, jean
Wilson, karen
Wilson, linda
Wilson, marie
Wilson, peter
Wilson, rene
Wilson, stephen
Wilton, robert
Winder, peter
Winkelmann, adrienne
Winkelmann, helen
Winlove, john
Winstone, david
Winstone, dorothy
Winterbourn, christine
Wintle, William
Wiseman, jennifer
Wishart, catherine
Witherow, robin
Withy, mark
Wong, berin
Wong, chin
Wong, chin
Wong, colin
Wong, coral
Wong, Wing
Wong, Winnie
Wong-toi, reginald
Wood, agnes
Wood, antony
Wood, cyril
Wood, nicola
Woodcock, peter
Wooderson, myra
Woodhouse, peter
Woods, alec
Woods, leslie 
Woodward, jack
Woodward, mary
Woodward, mary
Woodworth, glenn
Wooldridge, keith
Woolhouse, lynn
Worger, geoff

Wright, elizabeth
Wright, elsie
Wright, hugh
Wright, jenefer
Wright, judith
Wright, matt
Wright, michael
Wright, peter
Wright, robert
Wu, michael
Wyatt, kenneth
Wyatt, nida
Wyborn, sam
Wylie, lorna
Wyman, george
xanthopol, anthony
xanthopol, john
xie, john
xie, ya-qun
xu, jayee
yang, chris
yang, Zhang
yardley, Warren
yeats, leslie
yee, thomas
yek, siew
yen, douglas
yock, phil
yong, k c
yoo, yong
yoon, inshil
young, darryn
young, jennifer
young, mei ling
young, nicholas
young, sarah
young, thomas
yu, david
yu, kenny
yu, shui-sum
yule, robert
Zapol, Warren
Zeng, Wen
Zhang, yanxin
Zhang, Zhongli
Zhao, fang
Zivic, martina



organIsatIons

anonymous (8)
a j park
academy of korean studies
agape health limited
agilent technologies
agmardt
alcon laboratories
alexanderdorrington lawyers
allergan australia
allergan new Zealand
allied gold limited
alzheimers new Zealand incorporated
american gastroenterological association
american neurogastroenterology and motility society
american society of echocardiography
amtrust pacific limited
antarctic science ltd
anthem foundation for objectivist scholarship
anZ banking group (nZ) ltd
aoraki partnership trust
aotearoa fisheries ltd
areva t&d ltd
argosy property trust
arrow Wrights limited
arthritis foundation of new Zealand
asb bank
asb community trust
aspect medical systems
association for international cancer research
association of chartered certified accountants
astraZeneca
astraZeneca singapore pte ltd
atwaters musicWorks
auckand heart group
auckland chinese medical association incorporated
auckland city council
auckland classical association
auckland council
auckland district health board charitable trust
auckland district law society
auckland district society of notaries
auckland eye ltd
auckland medical aid centre limited
auckland medical aid trust
auckland medical research foundation
auckland private education charitable trust
auckland regional council

auckland university engineers association
auckland university engineers association charitable trust
auckland War memorial museum
auckland Women lawyers association inc
aurere law
australasian gynaecological endoscopy & surgery society ltd
australian and new Zealand college of anaesthetist
australian institute of nuclear science and engineering
australian laboratory services (nZ) ltd
australian paediatric endocrine group
baldwins intellectual property ltd
bank of new Zealand
barfoot & thompson
bat conservation international inc
bausch & lomb new Zealand ltd
baxter healthcare ltd
bayleys real estate ltd
beca group
bell gully
bertelsmann stiftung
big hearts charity ball
bill & melinda gates foundation
bio strategy ltd
block foundation
blue berry & associates ltd
blue scope steel
bmW new Zealand ltd
boehringer ingelheim nZ ltd
bollard charitable trust
brain injury association of new Zealand
breast cancer research trust
brian johns fellowship trust
brooke gifford gallery
brookfield office properties
buckley systems
building research
bupa
cancer society auckland
cancer society of new Zealand
carl Zeiss p/l
carter holt harvey
cascadia research collective
catspaw communications ltd
cawthron institute
cecil Watson palmer trust
centre for clinical research and effective practice
century foundation
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cerebral palsy society of new Zealand incorporated
chapman tripp
chiang ching-kuo foundation for international scholarly exchange
chisholm Whitney family charitable trust
christchurch cathedral
ciba vision australia pty ltd
cochlear ltd
coda therapeutics
cognition institute
coker charitable trust
colliers international
colorectal surgical society of australia & nZ foundation
comvita new Zealand limited
conferenz
conservation international
construction information ltd
contact energy
coopervision
cornea & contact lens society of new Zealand inc
covec ltd
covidien new Zealand limited
cpa australia
creative new Zealand
crescendo enterprises
crowdfunded
csr building products nZ ltd
cure kids
cystinosis research foundation
david & genevieve becroft foundation
db breweries
deafness research foundation
delegat’s Wine estate limited
deloitte
department of conservation
designs for vision
deutsche bank
development West coast
doc rx limited
dolphin explorer
dominion grand black chapter of new Zealand inc
donny charitable trust
doshisha university
dow agrosciences nZ ltd
eastland infrastructure ltd
eclipse fund ltd
economech services ltd
edith Winstone blackwell foundation trust board

electricity engineers association
eli lilly & co ltd
embassy of united states of america
emerald capital investments limited
employers and manufacturers association (northern)
energy education trust of new Zealand
epcglobal
epsom girls grammar school old girls association
equinox capital limited
ernst & young
essence communications nZ limited
essilor
europlan industries ltd
evelyn m harrison scholarship trust
eye doctors limited
eye institute
ferner consultants limited
fertility associates
fisher & paykel appliances
fletcher building employee educational fund
fletcher concrete and infrastructure limited
fmhs alumni
folded Wings association inc
fonterra co-operative group ltd
foundation for research science & technology
four Winds communications
fraser charitable trust
fraser thomas ltd
freemasons
friedlander foundation
friends of the university of auckland (us)
gaze burt lawyers
ge healthcare
genesis energy
genesis oncology trust
gentrack limited
george mason charitable trust
geotechnical consulting group
ghd (australia)
ghd limited
glaucoma trust of new Zealand
glavish family trust
glaxosmithkline new Zealand
glendowie college
global biodiversity information facility
global science & technology ltd
goldman sachs
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good neighbour charitable trust
goodfellow family
goodman property services (nZ) ltd
grafton consulting group
granulosa cell tumor of the ovary foundation
great potentials foundation
green lane research and educational fund
grey group new Zealand
h b Williams turanga trust
haines planning consultants ltd
hamblin chiropractic research fund trust
hanban
harmos horton lusk
hawke’s bay medical research foundation
hawkins Watts limited
healtheries of nZ ltd
heb contractors ltd
henry hughes ltd
hill young cooper ltd
hiway stabilzers ltd
holmes consulting group
horton media ltd
hoya lens australia pty
hp new Zealand
human resources institute of new Zealand
humanware
huntington’s disease association (auckland) inc
iag new Zealand limited
ing (nZ) ltd
insight nZ limited
international college of auckland
international continence society
international research foundation for english language education
international union for conservation of nature
invitrogen
j campbell barrett Wellington anaesthesia trust
j n Williams memorial trust
jackson russell
jade software corporation ltd
james trading trust
jasmax ltd
jeremy howard educational trust
john baros trust
john leech gallery
john templeton foundation
johnson and johnson (nZ) ltd
johnston prichard fee

jubilee crippled children foundation trust board
julius brendel trust
karaka hall committee
karaka indoor bowling club
kate sheppard memorial award trust
keith hay trust
kim crawford Wines
kinross partners ltd
kiwiplan nZ
knight coldicutt
knowledge Wave trust – advisory board
kordia ltd
korea research foundation
kpmg
kristin school
l p trust
l t mcguinness limited
landcare research
lane capital group
laurie coon foundation
learning media
lee salmon long
leighton contractors
leukaemia and blood cancer new Zealand
link research and grants
lion foundation
lion nathan
liquorland
lou and iris fisher charitable trust
louis vuitton malletier
lush limited
lynette june sullivan trust
macquarie new Zealand limited
mainzeal property & construction
manuka health new Zealand limited
march of dimes birth defects foundation
marist school
marjorie redstone trust
maroal services ltd
martelli mckegg
massey university
matrix marketing
matthew oswin memorial trust
maungatautari ecological island trust
maurice and phyllis paykel trust
maurice paykel charitable trust
medical assurance society new Zealand limited
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medicines new Zealand
medtronic australasia pty ltd
meltzer mason heath
mercedes-benz new Zealand
merck partnership for giving
merrilees dawson limited
metrowater
michael j. fox foundation for parkinson’s research
michael synnott charitable trust
microsoft new Zealand
microsoft research asia
mighty river power ltd
millennium trust management limited
ministry for culture and heritage
ministry for primary industries
ministry of economic development
ministry of mā̄ori development
ministry of social development
minter ellison rudd Watts
momentum
montegrow orchards
motor neuron disease association of nZ inc
msa charitable trust
msc consulting group ltd
multiple sclerosis society of new Zealand inc
muriel isobel swift memorial fund
muscular dystrophy association of new Zealand incorporated
national alliance for research on schizophrenia and depression
national geographic society
national heart foundation
national institute of Water & atmospheric research
naxos
neudorf vineyards limited
neurological foundation of new Zealand
neurosurgical society of australasia research foundation
new Zealand aluminium smelters ltd
new Zealand association of Women judges
new Zealand automobile association
new Zealand college of chiropractic
new Zealand college of optometrists
new Zealand community trust
new Zealand customs service
new Zealand energy planning consultants ltd
new Zealand guardian trust
new Zealand hospital pharmacists association
new Zealand institute of architects inc
new Zealand institute of chemistry

new Zealand institute of food science & technology inc
new Zealand law foundation
new Zealand lottery grants board
new Zealand nurses organisation
new Zealand optometric vision research foundation
new Zealand orthopaedic association trust
new Zealand pharmacy education and research foundation
new Zealand schizophrenia research group
new Zealand society of physiotherapists
new Zealand society of translators and interpreters
new Zealand tinnitus association
new Zealand trade and enterprise
newmarket rotary charitable foundation
north island english masonic district charitable trust
north shore city council
north shore teachers college trust
novartis new Zealand
novartis pharmaceuticals australia pty ltd
novo nordisk pharmaceuticals
nursing education and research foundation trust board
nZ architects co-operative society ltd
nZ association of optometrists
nZ association of optometrists education & research fund
nZ defence force
nZ funds management ltd
nZ institute of chartered accountants
nZ institute of valuers
nZ leadership institute trust
nZ police
nZ refining co ltd
nZ society for the study of diabetes
oakley mental health research foundation
ombler charitable trust
onenet limited
operation cetaces
ophthalmic instrument company
ophthalmological society of nZ
optical holdings limited
optimed nZ
opus international consultants
oracle new Zealand
otene and ellis
oticon foundation
oxford university press
pacific development and conservation trust
pacific islands polynesian education foundation
paget’s disease charitable trust
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paramount pictures nZ
parkinsonism society auckland inc
parkinsonism society Waikato inc
paul diver & associates limited
pearson new Zealand
perry foundation
perry grating
pharmaceutical society of new Zealand
pharmaco (nZ) ltd
pharmacy guild of new Zealand
pharmacybrands ltd
phitek systems
pigeon mountain & halcyon days trusts partnership
pindrop foundation
ports of auckland limited
potter interior systems ltd
presley dick charitable trust
pricewaterhousecoopers
private education endowment foundation, inc.
property institute of new Zealand
pumpkin patch ltd
r g ebbett family trust
rakon
ralph and eve seelye charitable trust
real estate institute of nZ inc
redwood group
refrigeration engineering company ltd
rem systems limited
remuera bowling club
research review
resolve group ltd
retina australia
retina new Zealand inc
rg douglas limited
rider levett bucknall
riley consultants limited
rio tinto ltd
robert & noeline chapman trust
robert leitl chair in optometry charitable trust
roche palo alto
roche products (new Zealand) limited
rockefeller foundation
ross charitable trust
rosser foundation
rotary club of birkenhead charitable trust
rotary club of ellerslie sunrise
rotary club of newmarket inc

rotary club of north harbour
rotary club of onehunga
rotary club of remuera
rotary club of Waiheke island
rotorua energy charitable trust
royal australasian college of surgeons
royal institution of chartered surveyors oceania
royal nZ foundation of the blind
royal society of nZ
ruatotora limited
rule foundation
sage publications
schering-plough animal health pty ltd
schizophrenia fellowship
scion
secure property investments ltd
segedin menzies family trust
shalom court rest home
shortland chambers
siemens ltd
silicon valley community foundation
simon devitt photographer ltd
sinclair knight merz
siphala foundation
sir john logan campbell residuary estate
skycity entertainment group
society of petroleum engineers
soft options (nZ) limited
solar action
spencer mason trust
staples rodway
startex apparel company limited
statistics new Zealand
stayinfront
stephenson & turner nZ ltd
stevenson foundation
stormwater 360
stroke foundation of new Zealand northern region incorporated
sunset foundation (inc.)
supporters of tiritiri matangi incorporated
surgico medical & surgical ltd
synergenz bioscience limited
t m hosking charitable trust
t m pacey family trust
takapuna central ladies probus club
takapuna stroke club
tamaki college
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We appreciate and value every gift received from our generous donors since the Leading the Way Campaign began in 
January 2006 and have made every effort to include correct information as at 31 August 2012.
Please accept our sincere apology if any errors or omissions have been made. 

taranaki parkinsons support trust
team mcmillan bmW
telecom new Zealand
tenzing limited
the anne reid memorial trust
the asthma and respiratory foundation of new Zealand
the australia & pacific science foundation
the broad foundations
the catWalk spinal cord injury trust
the chartered institute of management accountants
the chartwell trust
the cogito foundation
the conference company
the dick roberts community trust
the e b firth charitable trust
the edwards charitable trust
the federalist society for law and public policy studies
the fred hollows foundation
the garnett passe and rodney Williams memorial foundation
the george sainsbury foundation
the green foundation for polynesian research
the hellenic community & orthodox parish of auckland
the hope foundation for research on ageing
the hugh green foundation
the japan foundation
the joan mary reynolds charitable trust
the john drake memorial scholarship fund
the kate edger educational charitable trust
the kelliher charitable trust
the mercia barnes trust
the new england aquarium
the new Zealand breast cancer foundation
the nurture foundation for reproductive research
the obstetrics & gynaecology hospital
the ockham foundation
the paediatric society of new Zealand incorporated
the parkinsonism society hawkes bay inc
the parkinsonism society of new Zealand incorporated
the roy & val allen no.2 charitable trust
the royal australasian college of physicians
the royal college of pathologists of australasia
the royal new Zealand college of general practitioners

the shortland trust
the starship foundation
the tauranga art gallery trust
the tindall foundation
the tinnitus research initiative
the todd foundation
the uk friends of the university of auckland
the university of auckland society
the Warehouse
the Wishbone trust
thomson reuters ltd
three harbours health foundation
tlc foundation
toll new Zealand
tom cat trust
tomorrow consulting ltd
tonkin & taylor
toomac medical
traffic design group ltd
trans-tasman business circle nZ
trust for students with disabilities
uk cochrane centre
urbanismplus ltd
urs new Zealand ltd
vector
vernon brown memorial trust
vernon tews education trust
vista entertainment solutions
vodafone nZ
voiceless australia
W and War charitable trust
Waikato medical research foundation
Waitakere college
Warren architects’ educational charitable trust
Welbourn masonic village social committee
Wellcome trust
Westmed finance limited
Westpac new Zealand
Wilson harle barristers & solicitors
Woolf fisher trust
Wyatt farms 2008 limited
Zeus management limited
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For further information please contact:

Alumni RelAtions And development oFFice
the univeRsity oF AucklAnd
tel +64 9 923 8113
email: pc.dasilva@auckland.ac.nz

univeRsity house, 19A pRinces st, AucklAnd
pRivAte BAg 92019, victoRiA stReet West, AucklAnd 1142, neW ZeAlAnd
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